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Nature, Ethnics, and
Land: The Making of
a South Dakota Novel

RUTH ANN ALEXANDER

Pioneer life on the prairie has long been the stuff of fiction.
Many writers have felt compelled to tell the story of a homesteader who moved West into the immense open land to create a
new life, Hamlin Garland, Willa Cather, Ole R0tvaag, Mari Sandoz, Bess Streeter Aldrich, and Laura Ingalls Wilder are wellknown authors who have given form and meaning to the pioneer's
experience through language and narrative power. Together
they have chronicled the triumph of endurance played out upon
the plains and prairies —the pioneer's fears and hardships in the
face of an awesome natural environment, their human smallness
against the enormity of land and sky. Blizzards, drought, grasshoppers, prairie fires, crop failures, fear of Indians, sickness and
accident, birth and death, loneliness and family solidarity, sorrows and celebrations provided the dramatic action for the players. Such tales are embedded in the American psyche, assuming
the proportions of a creation myth for many dwellers in midwestern culture.
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Lesser known writers have also retold the story.' Unsatisfied
with the famous versions as expressions of their own experience,
they have re-created, using fact and fiction, what they saw, heard,
felt, and believed in the memorable early days. One such writer
was Mary Worthy Thurston who, with the assistance of her
daughter Muriel Breneman, wrote The Land They Possessed,
which was published in 1956 under their combined names, Mary
Worthy Breneman.^ The novel is based heavily upon Mary
Worthy Thurston's childhood memories of growing up on homesteads near Ordway and Leola and moving to Eureka, Dakota
Territory, before the town was named in 1887. The heroine of the
story, Michal Ward, is loosely patterned after the young Thurston, and Michal's father and mother, John and Mavis Ward, are
modeled upon Joseph and Martha Worthy, Thurston's parents.
However, daughter Muriel Breneman cautions: "Much of the
book was based on real experiences —in most cases dramatized
and changed, of course. A great deal was made up out of whole
cloth."^
The novel had a long gestation before it emerged into print.
Like other writers {Laura Ingails Wilder, Rose Wilder Lane, Lucile Fargo, and Frances Gilchrist Wood) who found solace during
the Great Depression by re-creating Dakota of the 1880s, Mary
Worthy Thurston began writing her book in the 1930s. By that
time, she was far from the scene of action. After her marriage.
1. Some examples of South Dakota settlement narratives are Kate and Virgil D.
Boyles, The Homesteaders (Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co., 1909); BorghUd Dahl,
Karen (New York: Random House, 1947); Rose Wilder Lane, Free Land (New York:
Longmans, Green & Co., 1938) and Let the Hurricane Roar (New York: Longmans,
Green & Co., 1933); Faye Cashatt Lewis, Nothing to Make a Shadow (Ames: Iowa
State University Press, 1971); [Oscar MicheauxJ, The Conquest The Story of a
Negro Pioneer (Lincoln, Nebr.: Woodruff Press, 1913); 0. H. Olseth, Mama Came
from Norway (New York: Vantage Press. 1955); Frances Gilchrist Wood, Turkey
Red (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1932). For a detailed discussion of South Dakota women writers, see Ruth Ann Alexander, "The Pioneer Heroine as Idea: South
Dakota's Women Writers, 1940-1970," in A Common Land, a Diverse People:
Ethnic Identity on the Prairie Plaiiis (Sioux Falls, S.Dak.: Nordland Heritage
Foundation, 1987), pp. 50-70, "South Dakota Women Writers and the Blooming of
the Pioneer Heroine, 1922-1939," South Dakota History 14 (Winter 1985): 281-307,
and "South Dakota Women Writers and the Emergence of the Pioneer Heroine,"
South Dakota History 13 (Fall 1983): 177-205.
2. Mary Worthy Breneman, The Land They Possessed (New York: Macmillan
Co., 1956). In 1984, the Germans from Russia Heritage Society in Bismarck, North
Dakota, issued a facsimile edition of the book.
3. Muriel Breneman to author, 31 Mar. 1986.
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she had left the Dakotas to live in Washington State and in 1927
had moved to Arizona for her son's health. By the time she was
ready to begin work on The Land They Possessed, her children
were grown, and she had already written poetry (winning the
Arizona state prize) and an unpublished novel based on the Biblical character Rahab.*
Thurston was motivated to write about her Dakota childhood
because she believed the traditional writers, Hamlin Garland and
Ole R0lvaag, had not depicted the prairie as she remembered it
and had certainly not written about the German-Russian pioneers
whom she had known and liked as a child.^ She was familiar with
Garland's life and work. Letters written by her mother, Martha
Worthy, concerning early homesteading days provided the
author with information beyond her own memories and told of
the Worthys' acquaintance with the Garlands in Ordway, South
Dakota, in 1883. "The Garlands," Worthy wrote, "had a small
store there and I knew them. Mrs. Garland was a nice motherly
woman, and the father and a son name of Frank were very pleasant, upright people. Hamlin used to spend most of his time wandering around on the prairies and was thought rather queer, but
after his books and sketches were printed we understood that. I
have read and enjoyed some of his books."" Garland's classic
Main-Travelled Roads was published in 1891, his Pulitzer Prizewinning Daughter of ike Middle Border was published in 1921.
and Ole R0lvaag's Giants in the Earth appeared in 1927, Presumably, all three women-grandmother Martha Worthy, daughter
Mary Thurston, granddaughter Muriel Breneman —were familiar
with them. The popularity of these books turned literary attention to the settlement of the Middle West, and Mary Worthy
Thurston decided to write of the pioneer life she remembered.
In addition to her mother's letters and her own memories,
Thurston used another source of material —the fiftieth anniversary history of Eureka, South Dakota, published in 1937. This
book furnished the historical basis for much of the second section
4. Ibid. In 1905, Mary Worthy married Edwin Percy Williams, a young man she
had met at Madison Normal College, and moved to North Dakota, then to Washington and Arizona. He died in 1937, and in 1945 she married again, this time to Walter
Thurston. This marriage was not a success, and she divorced him in 1947, but she
retained that married name.
5. Ibid.
6. Martha Worthy to Mary Worthy Williams [Thurston], 25 Aug. 1931, Muriel
Breneman Papers, Washington, D.C.
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The dust jacket of the 1956 edition of The Land They Possessed displayed the combined names of its authors, Mary Wortky Thurston and Muriel Brenem,an.
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of the book, "End of Track." In reading the history, Thurston
found a brief sketch of the German-Russian people as well as personal references that stimulated her imagination. She found a picture of her father's offlce building and a picture of herself on the
first bicycle in Eureka in front of a crowd of German-Russian immigrants who had just come in by train in 1892.' On the basis of
these sources and inspirations, Thurston's book began to take
concrete form.
Muriel Breneman recalls that her mother "wrote lots of fragments—mostly description and it was nearly all used
Mama
remembered the birds and flowers As a girl, she had a lot of
freedom to roam the prairie
When she wasn't reading (and
she read omnivorously)-she was observing the teeming life
7. Eureka, 1887-1937, ed. Federal Writers' Project, Works Progress Administration (Eureka, S.Dak.; Eureka's Golden Jubilee Organization, 1937), p. 257.

In this 1892 photograph, young Mary Worthy Thurston stands with her bicycle near a
group of newly arrived GermaVrRussian immigrants.
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about her with a quick, photographic and sensitive eye."^ In this
haphazard manner, Thurston eventually had her characters in
mind and a loose outline planned. Then her first husband died,
and ill health forced her to move in with her daughter Muriel.
When she resumed work on the book in 1942, she felt the need of
a more objective eye, and she asked her daughter to collaborate.
The two wrote alternate chapters, and even members of their
writer's club could not tell who wrote which chapter. The first
draft was completed in 1946, but Muriel had to do two revisions
and extensive cutting of the manuscript before it was finally accepted for publication in 1956.'
As the story opens, Michal is ten, somewhat older than Mary
Worthy Thurston actually was when her parents moved from
their homestead near Ordway to the homestead near Leola in
1885. The change in age was essential because most of the action
in the story is seen through her eyes as she grows to womanhood
and marriage on the Dakota frontier. However, the first scene —
of a trip from Ipswich to a place near Leola —is drawn heavily
from an account by Martha Worthy in which she describes the
home they went to, a "small frame house" with three rooms and a
well outside. All improvements had been made before the family
arrived. She later recalled:
. . . one bright morning in April, Joe, Mary, and I left Ordway and drove
out to our future home. We reached there about tbree P.M. as Joe always
had a good driving team and after we had had our supper, I stepped outside to try and get a glimpse of our new surroundings. The gloaming of a
beautiful spring evening was just settling over tbose vast prairies, when
these words sung in a strong deep voice came drifting to me.
Come ye that love tbe Lord
and let your joy be known
Join in a song of sweet accord
And thus surround tbe Throne.
We're marching to Zion
Beautiful, beautiful Zion
We're marcbing onward to Zion
The beautiful city of God.
The words coming so clearly across the darkening prairie seemed almost
like a message from the unseen world, and I thought of it as a fit christening to tbose darkening lands.'"

8. Breneman to author, 31 Mar. 1986.
9. Ibid.
10. Martha Worthy, "Tbe Homestead South of Leola," pp. 9-10, Breneman
Papers.
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This somber mood certainly formed the basis of the scene in the
novel when, after the Ward family's arrival at the house, Michal
discovers Mavis Ward's fear of the prairie.
The location of the home described in the book also closely resembles the location Martha Worthy described in her letter. Her
account of a near neighbor likewise furnished the basis for the fictional story of Mrs. Oulette, who is afraid of the wind and finally
loses her sanity. "Our house," Martha Worthy remembered, "was
placed on the edge of a ravine that came down out of the western
hills, and you could hear the wind coming for some distance
before it struck the shanty, and it had an indescribable mournful
sound." A nervous woman who lived a few miles down the ravine
"was trying to hold down a claim while her husband was in business in a town." This poor woman. Worthy recalled, "spent one
summer there with her daughter, a little girl some ten years old,
and the loneliness so affected her that she became a mental wreck
and never regained her health.""
Yet, in contrast to Mavis Ward and Mrs. Oulette, the major
character of the novel, Michal Ward, loves the prairie even
though she understands her mother's fear of its bigness, emptiness, and loneliness. For her —as for Mary Worthy Thurston —it
is a place of beauty. The descriptive passages that Thurston
wrote in the novel evoke the sounds, smells, and sights of the
prairie —sandhill cranes, plover, killdeer, wild geese, ripening
wheat, cattails in the slough, and splashes of color from buttercups, pasqueflowers, violets, prairie roses, clover, coneflowers,
and goldenrod. Readers have recognized the graphic quality of
the work. As one reviewer wrote, it "has captured the feel of the
great northern prairies, the wheat flelds in hot summer, wild
flowers in profusion, the varied sounds at dusk and dawn."^^' Another, also a former resident of Eureka, commented on "the fine
descriptions of nature," adding: "I recall my first spring on the
prairie and the fear I felt when I heard the haunting, almost
human cry of the 'boom-boom' bird. Mayflowers and crowfoot violets made spring an unforgettable time of my life, a joy I recaptured in reading this book."'^ Thus, Thurston joins other writers

11. Ibid-, pp. 10-11.
12. Blanche Alien Johnson, review of The Land They Possessed, in Tulsa World
(Ariz.), 13 Jan. 1957.
13. A[delaidel Ladner, review of The Land They Possessed, in Northwest Blade
(Eureka, S.Dak.), 8 Nov. 1956.
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in her effort to render in language the beauty she found in what
many regarded as dreary, bleak, empty landscapes.
In one way. The Land They Possessed is a unique account of
pioneer life. Although it is permeated with lyrical descriptions of
the natural prairie, it eschews the more conventional details of
prairie hardships. No sod huts, no back-breaking work, no coarse
or primitive existence dominate the lives of the homesteaders in
this tale. The Wards, who came from England and the settled regions of Minnesota, have distinctly aristocratic notions. Handsome, restless John Ward fancies landholding as an English
squire might. He cherishes his horses and hunting dogs, and he is
eager to make money on stock and crops, but hired hands do the
farm work while he runs a business in town. He had hoped to
make it rich in the Dakota boom —first at Ordway, which he believed might become a capital, then on the homestead near Leola,
and finally at "End-of-Track," which would become Eureka. "You
know," he says before his homestead crop near Ordway is hailed
out, "if we didn't have such fine crop prospects —if there wasn't
so much money to be made here —I'd move to End-of-Track in a
flash. By God, I almost believe it would pay me to invest in lots
there anyway."'*
At the end of the book, he is ready to move on again, this time
to Montana, for a more promising future. In real life, Joseph Worthy left Eureka in 1903 to move to Ashley, North Dakota, and ultimately, since he wished to die on British soil, in 1916 to the Saskatchewan plains. As Muriel Breneman comments, "And so once
more my little grandmother was dragged west —and north —by
her pioneer husband."'^ According to that grandmother, her husband's favorite statement was, "There always have to be pioneers."'"
Mavis Ward, unlike many of the women in Hamlin Garland's
stories, is not portrayed as the prairie drudge. With hired woman
Hetty to do the cooking and heavy work. Mavis maintains her
prairie home —even in a converted store in Eureka —as an oasis
of eastern gentility, complete with books (including Joseph Worthy's favorite reading material, the encyclopedia), Spode china,
kid gloves, and a potpourri. She undertakes Michal's early educa-

14. Mary Worthy Breneman, The Land They Possessed, p. 91. Future page numbers will be given in parentheses in the text.
15. Breneman to author, 31 Mar. 1986.
16. Worthy, "Homestead," p. 11.
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tion herself, but she does not require household chores of her
daughter. She does not want her daughter to be the hardworking
farm wife she sees among the Germans from Russia. As already
indicated, she does not like the prairie and especially misses
trees. "The land," she remarks, "seems so big —so bare and
empty. John tells me I should see it as it will be
But I long for
short distances and sheltering groves" (p. 23). She is delighted
when the family moves to the town of Eureka, "It'll be lovely,"
she declares, "to live in a peaceful little village where I can hear
church bells ringing and stand in the door and watch the girls
going to Sabbath school in their best clothes" (p. 108).
The real Martha Worthy was certainly the inspiration for some
of Mavis Ward's distaste for the isolation and cultural deprivations of homestead life. While her husband was working in Ordway in the early days of their Dakota experience, Worthy stayed
alone on the claim with her baby daughter. She later remarked:
"That summer I will never forget. I was practically alone and
nearly forgot how to talk."^' Martha Worthy qualifies as the "reluctant pioneer" who preferred living in town to life on the homestead.
With their values and ideas of refinement, it is not surprising
that John and Mavis Ward looked down upon their GermanRussian neighbors as "foreign" and decidedly inferior in culture
and social standing. The Wards knew nothing of the history of the
immigrants who poured into the nation's heartland in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century. Mavis herself comments as an
immigrant train deposits a load of new German-Russian settlers:
"Isn't it strange that when all these people come, we're so indifferent. If they were Americans, we'd be all excitement, want to
know their names, where they came from, where they'll live. As it
is they might be so many cattle" (p. 138).
Like most of the Americans, the Wards called these people
"Rooshans" in spite of their German speech and customs. They
gawked at their tall astrakhan hats, colorful sashes, boots, sheepskin coats, feather beds, and bags of seed wheat —yet they did
not inquire into their background as a people. If they had, they
might have recognized that such a tenacious, thrifty, energetic,
and industrious people, who had successfully maintained their
German culture, language, and religion while living on the Russian steppes, would certainly do well as settlers on the American
17. Martha Worthy, "The Trek to Minnesota," p. 5, Breneman Papers.
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Loaded with sacks of wheat, the wagons of German-Russian farmers congregate on the
main street of Eureka, known during the 1890s as the "wheat capital of the world "

plains. Czar Alexander I had invited Germans from Wuertenberg
to settle and farm near the Black Sea, promising them independence from Russian culture and an exemption from taxation and
military conscription. Their communities in Russia expanded and
prospered until Czar Nicolas I revoked the military exemption.
Their search for a new homeland brought some of them to Yankton, South Dakota, where they moved north to establish the community of Odessa in 1873 and gradually to spill over into other
areas of the Dakotas, Nebraska, and Kansas. They flocked especially to the wheat-growing country in north-central South Dakota, making Eureka, its center, a world wheat-marketing capital in
1892.'«
18. Walter Schoenbrod, "The German Pilgrimage to Russia and the United
States," in Eureka, 1887-1937. p. 255; G. August Bischoff, "A 1909 Report on
Russian-German Settlements in Southern Dakota," trans. Anton H. Richter. South
Dakota History 11 (Summer 1981): 189-90; Eureka, 1887-1937, pp. 227. 229.
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John and Mavis Ward understand none of this (nor, presumably, did Joseph and Martha Worthy). The fictional couple meet
their first German-Russian neighbors, the Haars, early in the narrative on their way to the Leola homestead. Michal is shocked,
but fascinated, to see the family living in a dugout on the side of
the hill, although Herman Haar already has a barn up. Mavis
greets Mrs. Haar politely but formally. John admires the large
amount of land Haar already has under cultivation, but he feels
superior to the German-Russian settler. "This is a grand
country," he tells Mavis. "If a Rooshan like Herman Haar can do
all that, imagine what any man with capital and push can do" (p.
6). John, however, wants to live like a gentleman. He prides himself on not requiring his wife and children to work in the fields
and on providing them with a real house, good riding horses, and
hired hands to do the household chores and farm work. John's
"push and capital" are not enough, and Haar buys his land and
house two years later when the Ward crop is hailed out —a foreshadowing of the "possession of the land."
Michal Ward does not share her parents' reservations about
the German-Russians, and the story line ultimately resolves itself
into a generational conflict between the girl and her parents over
these sentiments. Although Michal knows that her mother disapproves, Katie Keim is Michal's best friend. Michal is sometimes
appalled by German customs —building a barn and house together, cutting Kuhmist, making sauerkraut, using a chamber
pot as a soup tureen. Nevertheless, she loves the German dances,
the liveliness of their families, and the warmth of the people. She
is also physically attracted to the dark strength, independence,
pride, and arrogance of Karl Gross. Her openness to those who
are different from herself extends even to Lily Lumpkin —the
daughter of a poor washerwoman and the butt of children's jokes
and teasing. When her mother asks her not to play with Lily,
Michal challenges her reasoning. Her lip quivering. Mavis responds: "I don't understand you. With all the nice children there
are to play with, you choose Rooshans —and now a girl like that."
Michal immediately returns: "Well, I can't understand you.
Mother. Reverend Crum preaches about being kind to all God's
creatures. And you say what a good preacher he is. And then you
don't like it if I try to do as he says" (p. 179).
The conflict between cultures is, obviously, a major theme in
the novel, and the writers intended that it should be. According
to Muriel Breneman, the book "was our love letter to the Ger-
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mans from Russia," although it was not always accepted as that.
She said her mother played with German-Russian children,
learned to speak German, and had a "Katy-type child" as her best
friend. Breneman considered her mother to be "almost a century
ahead of her time in her reaction to racism. Instead of rejecting
the Indians and German Russians as her parents and their friends
did, she related to them as people just like herself. That was her
greatest gift to me, her child.""
The authors explore the cultural conflict theme from several
viewpoints. Its central development is the disapproval the Wards
express over Michal's friendship with the "Rooshans" and, particularly, with Karl Gross. His family also objects to the relationship, and Karl's mother is downright hostile to Michal. In addition, a counter !ove story between Katie Keim and Joshua White
ends tragically as a result of the opposition of Mrs. White to their
marriage. Although cultural antipathy no doubt plays a role, Mrs.
White's feelings appear grounded in psychological fears more
profound and complex than simple opposition to Katie's national
background. Yet, clearly. The Land They Possessed captures the
characteristic stereotyping that has confronted many ethnic and
racial groups on their arrival in the United States.
The voice for a more tolerant and humane view of cultural differences in the novel is found in that of Michal's beloved Uncle
Fred Gordon. Although appearing only briefly in the story, he
acts as her mentor and confidante, and his presence is felt
throughout the book as the source of Michal's own open-mindedness. He is portrayed as a liberal, sophisticated man, living a
worldly, successful life that worries his sister Mavis, with whom
he frequently disagrees. To Michal, he is simply a glamorous but
sympathetic and understanding friend. This character, according
to Muriel Breneman, is based upon a real person. Mary Worthy
Thurston's uncle, Fred Bonner, was an attorney, a free-thinker,
and separated from his wife; he died in the Yucatan of yellow
fever. He had a major influence on Thurston's thinking."
In the novel. Uncle Fred argues with Mavis Ward over the
merits of their German-Russian neighbors and supports Michal in
her loyalty to Katie Keim. To Mavis's comment that Katie "is a
foreigner," he responds, "Mavis, after all, you must remember
that people are people" (p. 33). The issue is an emotional one be19. Breneman to author, 31 Mar. 1986.
20. Ibid.
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tween them because it touches upon different opinions of a Christian response to one's fellow creatures, and they cannot agree.
After the scene with Mavis, Fred goes with Michal to the pigweed patch, which is her private refuge on the prairie. There he
speaks of the "melting pot" theory in which all ethnic groups
would ultimately become American. He maintains that a person's
worth depends upon his or her character rather than nationality:
"The German-Russians will intermarry and they'll become good
Americans. They'll become part of the life stream of America just
like us. We were ail foreigners ourselves to this country originally. It's not the nationality but the individual that counts. I'm sure
Katie is a fine girl, and you and she could teach each other many
things. On the other hand, you don't seem to care for the Haar
children, even though they are her cousins" (pp, 35-36),
The Land They Possessed enacts the intermarriage part of this
prediction when the grown-up Michal runs away to marry Karl
Gross over her parents' and his family's strenuous opposition.
This part of the novel is pure fiction. There was no Karl Gross in
Mary Worthy Thurston's life. She went to Madison Normal College, became a teacher, and eventually married a young man she
met in college. It was not a particularly good or happy marriage,
her daughter maintains, but it lasted. However, by the time both
mother and daughter were writing the third section of the novel,
the character of Michal had acquired an artistic reality, a life of
her own. Both women concluded that Michal wouid surely have
married Karl Gross, and Muriel Breneman believes that if there
had been a Karl Gross in her mother's life, she would have acted
as Michal did.^'
Although both authors believed that the theme of cultural conflict in the novel contained a serious message, they did not convince all readers. Their editor, Cecil Scott of Macmillan Company,
denied the book's social significance and called it a "rattling good
love story."^^ Some reviewers were critical. A New York Times
reviewer lamented the fact that the book was not written from
the point of view of the German-Russian.^* Some German-Russian
readers also took offense at the way the novel depicted them,
Adelaide Ladner, a German-Russian former resident of Eureka

21. Interview with Muriel Breneman, Brookings, S.Dak., 17 June 1987.
22.Ibid.
23. Victor P. Hass, review of The Land They Possessed, in New York Times
Book Review, 16 Dec. 1956.
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and a personal friend of Thurston's while she was living in Arizona, felt the book was inaccurate and inconsistent in details and
limited in point of view. Her review is infused with a bitter hurt
at what she felt were unjust attacks upon her people. "I felt it
was unfair," she wrote, "to compare the well established 'Englisher' with his wealth and culture to the destitute immigrant
Their greatest sin seems to be that they 'slurp' their coffee from
the saucer!" Ladner also criticized the authors for not going "into

While much of The Land
They Possessed is purely
fictional Mary Worthy
Thurston drew heavily upon
her youthful experiences
with the German-Russian
settlers in the Eureka area
and her knowledge of the
prairies of northeastern
South Dakota in coauthoring
the book.

the life of the 'foreigners' to show how they felt about religious
matters. The Pilgrim fathers who came to America in search of
freedom to worship had no deeper or more abiding faith than
most of these Ukranian immigrants." She concluded, "I am sure
that the descendants of those German-Russian pioneers have
proved a loyalty and shown achievements equalling if not surpassing the descendants of the Wards.""
24. Ladner, review. Northwest Blade.
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In any case, in spite of national promotion, the book did not sell
in the 1950s. At that time, perhaps, readers were still too close to
World War II with its strong anti-German and anti-Japanese sentiments to be interested in thinking about attitudes toward ethnicity on the plains. Many residents in the German-Russian communities in South Dakota must also have remembered the even
more virulent anti-German passion of World War I and might not
have wished to reawaken such feelings.
In the 1950s, the idea of the melting pot, which Uncle Fred Gordon had so confidently predicted, was still in the ascendancy.

Muriel Breneman, who now
lives in Washington. D.C..
collaborated with her
mother in writing The Land
They Possessed. She
composed alternate chapters
and completed two
revisions of the manuscript
before it was accepted for
publication in 1956.
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Most liberal people believed that ethnic and racial groups would
ultimately integrate or assimilate to become standardized Americans. The realization that such groups had not in fact, and perhaps would not, "melt" into a uniform white America did not develop until a decade or two later in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
Then ethnic pride awoke; people searched for their "roots"; we
began to believe we should cherish our diversity as a nation instead of striving for uniformity. Under the impetus of such new
attitudes toward the past, the Germans from Russia Heritage Society of Bismarck, North Dakota, reissued The Land They Possessed in 1984, largely through the efforts of Karen Retzlaff."
Mary Worthy Thurston died in 1969 at the age of eighty-eight
having lived the last ten years of her life in a "twilight world.""
Although the book was not a financial success, she had had the
satisfaction of knowing that the fruit of so many years of labor
and love had finally emerged into print. Daughter Muriel Breneman felt the disappointment much more keenly. She had done
most of the revisions and knew the anguish of cutting out huge
chunks of the novel to satisfy the publisher. The editor believed
that sections dealing with Indians would not interest the reader
in the 1950s. Thurston had shown the same acceptance of the
original inhabitants of the plains as she had of the new immigrant
arrivals. "My mother . . . never knew a stranger," her daughter
claims.^^
One scene that never made it into the novel involved an "Indian
scare" based on Martha Worthy's experience when she was alone
on the Ordway claim. As was common in many incidents of this
type, the Indians never came. Another omitted reference involved the settlers' fear of the Ghost Dancers in 1890. A more
unusual incident that Breneman particularly hated to cut was the
story of her mother's meeting with Sitting Bull:
One of the true parts tbat it nearly killed me to leave out was my
mother's encounter witb Sitting Bull. He came through Eureka a year or
so before bis death and the children were permitted to leave class to go
down to tbe railroad station to see him. My mother went down —she
could have been only six or seven at the time. He was pacing up and
down, a sbort man dressed very decently in a blue serge suit, moccasins,
bair parted madonna wise and braided and tied with shoe laces at tbe end
of the braids. Around his shoulders he was wearing a white blanket, a

25. Liz Williams, "Book Brings Author 'Home,' " Brookings Register, 22 June
1977.
26. Breneman to author, 31 Mar. 1986.
27. Quoted in Williams, "Book Brings Author 'Home.' "
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very pretty one. My mother saw the people clumped around staring at
him as though he were a monkey in a cage. She thought he had a sad look
in his eyes. So she walked up to him and touched the blanket and said the
only Sioux words she knew "Lila waste" which [she thought] means
"nice" in English. Now here she stood—a blonde child —very pretty but
nevertheless representing what he must have hated — a member of those
people who had robbed his people of their land and sustenance. Yet, he
saw —apparently —that she saw him as a person —a fellow human being.
He askea her name and she told him. The following Spring two Indian
braves arrived at my grandfather's house with a tiny doe fawn for the
"Lila waste" maiden — a gift which her parents let her keep. Mama raised
the little deer [until it was] grown."

This incident was omitted from the final draft, but other true incidents were included.
The fictional death of Michal's two younger brothers happened
to the Worthy family almost exactly as recounted in the story.
The baby brother's death during the hot summer of 1887 on the
claim near Leola was based on the real death of one of Martha
Worthy's sons. Another Worthy son (Gordon in the novel), died of
diphtheria in the epidemic after the family moved to Eureka, as
related in the novel. In a visit to the Eureka centennial celebration in 1987, Muriel Breneman discovered that the bodies of both
boys lie in the old Eureka cemetery, Joseph Worthy having
moved the body of the older child from an original grave on the
open prairie. Such stories illustrate the painful side of pioneering.
Death and birth were common dramatic events during the settlement of Dakota Territory. Edith Worthy, Thurston's younger sister, was the first child born in the new town of Eureka, an incident that provided material for the births recounted in The Land
They Possessed. The stealing of the wheat is another incident
based upon an actual event, but Martha Worthy did not shoot a
man. Nor did the prairie fire so vividly described in the novel happen just that way in Eureka.^' It was a common enough phenomenon on the prairie, however.
Like many literary works based upon both fact and fiction, this
novel does not claim to be historically exact. The Land They Possessed attempts to shape experience into art through story and
language. What emerges is more than a recital of historical
events. Where the artist's intent is achieved, the novel reveals
the essence of the experience in the creation of a world that the
reader feels is true, even though facts and subject matter have
28. Breneman to author, 31 Mar. 1986.
29. Worthy to Williams [Thurston], 25 Aug. 1931; Breneman to author, 31 Mar.
1986; interview with Breneman, 17 June 1987; Eureka, 1887-1937. p. 18.
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been manipulated and distorted. In the third section of the novel,
"The Place of Rocks," the writers stray from their historical basis
but try to resolve the two themes of the novel —the natural beauty of the prairie and cultural conflict between German-Russians
and Americans —into an artistic whole that has credibility and integrity.
Michal Ward's marriage to Karl Gross united "Rooshan" and
"Englisher," but it also pulled Michal into a closer conjunction
with the natural forces of creation on the prairie. As a child and
young girl, she had observed and admired these forces, but not
until she achieves sexual fulfillment with Karl does she fully participate in this cycle of productivity. Her mother, too inhibited by
the genteel upbringing that virtually denied women's sexuality in
the nineteenth century, could not provide her with much information. She certainly gave Michal little help in understanding her
burgeoning sexual feelings. Mavis and John Ward wanted Michal
to marry Lewis Reid, a lawyer's son, because he was the "right"
young man, but her sexual response to Karl Gross was insistent
and appeared to her to make her a part of the biological reality of
the earth. Significantly, her first sexual experience with him took
place on the prairie. On her first day as a bride, she purged away
the artificiality of eastern gentility by scrubbing her own home
and thinking, "If Mother could see me now" (p. 326).
Not that Michal and Karl always agreed on their approach to
the natural world. To Karl, his dog Wulf is a worker; for Michal,
her dog Rory is a friend to be loved and petted. She is furious
with Karl when he kills a whooping crane. He sees the bird as
food for a meat-hungry family; she sees it as a creature of almost
sacred beauty and dignity that should be respected and cherished. She thinks the prairie is "a lovely place-sweet as a
pasqueflower," while for him, "the earth is a hard place —to fight
with and sweat over it that we and our children may eat bread"
(p. 306),
What gradually emerges as the most profound theme of the
book, swallowing up the other two, is the meaning of the land itself. Three points of view are expressed in the persons of John
Ward, Karl Gross, and Michal Ward. To John, the land is a commodity to be bought and sold, a means to an end. He speculates on
it to procure real wealth —money. He thinks of land as a developer does, as an investment that will increase in value because of
economic growth. He tells Uncle Fred that the land needs "men
with imagination and capital" to wrest wealth from it (p. 31). If
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wealth is not quickly forthcoming, however, he will not stick with
the land. He will move on, as he does at the end of the novel, to
Montana where the prospects appear brighter. His speculations
are often failures —as in the case of the Missouri River lots he
bought and lost when the river changed course.
Apparently, this characterization of John Ward is a fairly accurate portrait of Joseph Worthy, who also speculated and moved
his family frequently. In a letter to his brother in 1885, Worthy
wrote only of land sales and money to be made from the sale of
horses and cows. He did not comment on the weather. He did not
inquire about his brother's health. He did not relay any news of
his own family. He thought only in terms of dollars and cents. He
said he would trade his interest in one section of land for "a good
young team of horses," but he would "just as soon have $300 cash
as a team."^° An eminently practical man, Joseph Worthy liked to
read the encyclopedia, as did the fictional John Ward.
In contrast, for Karl Gross, as for other German-Russian farmers, ownership of the land is an end in itself. The land supports
and sustains human life. In the story, Karl works his land energetically and knowledgeably, going to the State Agricultural College to learn more about farming. Always, according to him, the
land should produce for the family. He told Michal, "Since I was a
small child in Russland, I hear them talk —my people —of this
land
Then we kum, and the earth it is wide and free. My children and my children's children will live here on this rich land"
(pp. 261-62). In some ways, he is as hard and practical as John
Ward. He rebukes Michal for putting flowers on the table when
he wants food. He loves the land with the pride of ownership, of
possession, and he will care for it because he expects to live on it
all his life.
Michal Ward's attitude is like neither her father's nor Karl's.
For her, the land is alive, a part of creation. She has private
places on the prairie —the pigweed patch, the ravine, the place of
the rock —where she goes to think, to muse, to wonder, when she
is troubled and uncertain. She loves the smell and feel of the
earth. In one memorable scene, she even tastes it. She tries to put
her emotions into words for her friend Lewis, who does not share
her enthusiasm, although he has gathered wild flowers on the
prairie with her. "Somehow," she says, "I feel as though I should
never get too far away from it" (p. 299). Yet, there is no indication
30. Joseph Worthy to his brother, 11 Feb. 1885, Breneman Papera.
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that she likes farm work; in fact, she thinks Karl is attractive
because he is not like the other farmers who merely grub in the
soil. Her attachment to the land is more spiritual and imaginative
than material. The day after her marriage, after she has scrubbed
the house, she steps outside to survey their land in eager anticipation of the bountiful harvests it will produce in the future. The
land for Michal is neither a commodity to be traded nor real
estate to be owned. It is a living reality, a part of natural creation,
for which she feels the greatest kinship when she surrenders to
it. When she marries Kart, fruitfulness of the land is possible
because ownership has been wedded to submission, and together
they can now truly "possess" it.
Thurston and Breneman's message is clear: people can possess
the land only when they are possessed by it. The sexual imagery
is explicit. When Michal eagerly submits to Karl's passion in their
sexual encounter on the prairie, "a misty image came to her from
far away —of a breaking plow parting the curly buffalo grass and
piercing for the first time the prairie soil" (p. 305). The scene is
more earthy than romantic —with smells of horse and cow dung
and dusty soil. For Michal, the land and the women are made
fruitful by natural forces of creation, to which one must surrender in love. She will bear children as the land bears crops.
This idea, somewhat limited in development in The Land They
Possessed, was certainly not original with Mary Worthy Thurston and Muriel Breneman. The Indians had used sexual imagery
much earlier in describing the fruitfulness of Grandmother Earth
and saw the land as sacred for this reason. Indians found the
white concept of landownership bewildering and disrespectful of
nature. They did not understand the American protection of
property rights. Willa Cather, also, through the character of
Alexandra Bergson in 0 Pioneers! expresses a relationship to the
land that is more spiritual than material. She believed it had to be
"loved" into productivity. "We come and go, but the land is
always here," she says toward the end of the novel, "and the people who love it and understand it are the people who own it —for a
little while."^' Nowhere is the idea that we can possess the land
only when we are possessed by it more eloquently expressed than
in Robert Frost's poem, "The Gift Outright":
The land was ours before we were the land's....
Possessing what we still were unpossessed by
31. Wilia Cather. 0 Pioneers! (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.. 1913). p. 308.
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Possessed by wbat we now no more possessed.
Something we were withholding made us weak
Until we found that it was ourselves
We were withholding from our land of living.
And forthwith found salvation in surrender.'*

By combining fact and fiction, by dealing with real issues that
still confront dwellers of the plains and prairies, Mary Worthy
Thurston and Muriel Breneman created a novel that has particular interest to South Dakotans but which also touches themes
that are universal in significance. For dwellers on the plains, land
and nature are constant realities. For Americans, ethnic diversity and cultural conflict have been constant companions. This
novel has weaknesses of execution. It is episodic, discursive,
sometimes sentimental, and sometimes melodramatic. Nonetheless, in John, Mavis, and Michal Ward, these two women writers
have created believable characters and have told an engaging
story. Their work provides yet another facet to the multi-sided
history of the settlement of the prairies in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century and explores themes not developed in other
South Dakota prairie fiction.
32. Robert Frost, "Tbe Gift Outright," in Major Writers of America, ed. Perry
Miller et al., 2 vols. (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1962), 2:662.
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